I’m Not Racist, Am I?

4 Agreements of
Courageous Conversation
• Stay Engaged
• Experience Discomfort
• Speak your Truth
• Expect an Accept Non-Closure

Defining Racism
Race Prejudice + Power = Racism
• How is this definition similar or different to how you may have defined
racism prior to seeing this movie?
• Would you change how racism is defined in the film? If so, how?
• Are you more upset about the statement that “all whites are racist”
than with racism itself? Why or why not?
• What are your feelings about the workshop facilitators in the film
stating that a person of color can be a bigot or hold prejudice, but not
be a racist?

• https://vimeo.com/126890110

The “N” Word
• Prior to seeing the “N” Word Workshop scene in I’m Not Racist… Am I?,
what did you think about the use of the word in America? Did your
opinion change after seeing the film?
• How might responses to the use of the “N” word vary for people across
identifiers like race, class, gender, and ethnicity?
• Try to recall the last time you encountered the “N” word. Where were
you? Who used it? What was your reaction or response in the situation?
• Most of us have read or heard the “N” word in literature and music – the
word is used in rap music and hip-hop as well as novels like The
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, To Kill A Mockingbird, The Bluest Eye
and Their Eyes Were Watching God. Is it different for the word to be used
in literature or music as opposed to casual conversation? Why or why not?

https://vimeo.com/126890109

I am Not Racist…Am I?
Discussion
• By show of hands, do you think racism still exists?
• How do you define racism and how does the issue
of race affect your daily?
• What does the film offer that is new and fresh in
the discussion of race and privilege?
• Are there any questions you’re grappling with that
you’d like to share with the group?

I am Not Racist, Am I?
Moving Forward
• What’s one thing that you haven’t been doing, that if
you START doing it will have an impact on
interrupting patterns of racism?
• What’s one thing that you haven’t been doing, that if
you STOP doing it will have an impact on
interrupting patterns of racism?
• What’s one thing you want to CHANGE (either within
yourself, in your school, or in the greater community)
to interrupt patterns of racism?

Film Quotations
• Dr. Eddie Moore: “Just because you don’t say N***er (the “N”
word), doesn’t mean you don’t believe N***er (the “N” word).”
• Emma: “I’m not a Klanswoman… And I don’t appreciate being
associated with someone who thinks like the Klan!”
• Farah: “You learn to not to mess with the white people.”
• Kahleek: “I don’t let it anger me to the point of where I’m like, ‘Oh
my God, I hate this.’ Because then that ends up making you
ashamed of who you are. I will never be ashamed of who I am… I
feel like they should be ashamed.”

Film Quotations
• Liza: “People often connect being ‘guilty’ with being an action, and
it’s not. Guilt is a feeling that we have.”
• Elio: “Everybody should have these benefits. So don’t feel bad that
you’re given something. Feel bad that others aren’t given it.”
• Terrence: “You’re hurting right now and that’s how I feel, too.”
• Martha: “It’s hard for me to admit that I grew because it was a bad
experience, but that’s just me being bitter. I wouldn’t have learned
as much. I’d probably still be in a white person bubble.”

IMSA’s BIAS Incident Stance
• The Illinois Mathematics and Science Academy values a diverse
community where all members are able to participate fully in the IMSA
experience. Incidents of bias and hate affecting a person or group create a
hostile climate and negative impact the quality of the IMSA experience
for community members. IMSA takes such incidents seriously and will
investigate and respond to reported or observed incidents of bias while
under the jurisdiction of the Academy (See Policy JB- Student
Expression). At IMSA, a hate or “bias-related” incident is an act that
demonstrates prejudice against the victim’s actual or perceived race,
color, gender, sexual orientation, ethnic origin, religion, ability and/or
political affiliation.

Equity and Excellence
We are committed to advancing equity in STEM education and
representation and creating a diverse, inclusive community of global
citizens who can realize their full potential, and execute our mission to
advance the human condition, through a model of Equity and
Excellence.
This Equity and Excellence Model is the intentional integration of
Cultural Competence, Diversity, Equity, Equity-Minded Frame,
Excellence and Inclusion into every facet of the Academy, with the
understanding that it is an active and ongoing process involving
structures, processes and people and not an isolated initiative.
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